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About This Game
Freedom is threatened yet again and only Minute Man and his heroic Freedom Force can save the day in the follow up to one of
the most critically acclaimed games of 2002.
Freedom Force vs. the Third Reich brings dynamic storytelling, fast-paced tactical role-play, and larger-than-life characters
from the comic book pages to the computer screen. In this title, the league of heroes must travel back in time to defeat
Blitzkrieg, defender of the Reich and his homicidal henchmen. With action spanning from the blasted battlefields of World War
II to the dazzling depths of distant dimensions, Freedom Force vs. the Third Reich will give Freedom Fans more than they can
handle.
Multiplayer available in LAN or Direct IP Only.
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"Your armor is down and the alarm sirens of you Cruiser are wailing....you fly sweaty around the sector searching the last ship
somewhere and hope that your shields will protect you long enough to kill the enemy ship and win this sector....or maybe a
tactical withdrawal....but now there is only one enemy left....if you lose, you lose all your precious scrap-metal! Or invest the
metal into repairs....but you need it for better weapons in the shop between the sectors. Damn, what to do now!"
These were my thoughts in this well balanced little arcade-gem with a tactical layer. It\u00b4s a little like Rebel Galaxy in 2D,
but with a more simpler approach. There is a "arena" and you have to get out alive. The withdrawal is a primary strategy
element, that you have to use a lot as a guerilla-commander. Also you can win some sectors with a nice minefield in
combination with long range torpedos.
But no only the mechanics work well, the graphics are nice, the music is "deep" and the little light-effects of the explosions are
nicely polished. I enjoyed this game a lot.. Very addictive game! Cannot wait to see what you come up with in the future. As i
wasnt even able to get into a match due to the incomprehensible menus and redicolous lobby system for matches, my review is
only based on the short time i could tolerate this mess of a game.
Dont wate your time even downloading this game, its extremley out dated and there are far better free to play games that do
everything this game tries to do but better, the text is microscopic, the resolution dosent seem to change at all when you can
even find the options menu and there dosent seem to be a quit option anywhere.
This game might be ok if it was a Mobile game but not as anything else.. I hate leaving bad reviews. : (
This game has several bugs that make it near unplayable. It's well crafted on most fronts but at a certain point becomes
infurating due to stiff controls, ... and a lot of other stuff others have mentioned.
Sorry dude. I really hope you can fix this up sometime and relaunch it. As it stands though, the 'cool idea' (and it IS) is lost on
game play mechanics. Better luck in the future.

. So refreshing to see a new Cyberpunk game. I have totally fallen in love with this game. Yes it's Early Access but I do enjoy
supporting the little guys out there if they have a good idea. This is an original idea and yet simple but I found it relaxing to play.
Graphics are gorgeous I was able to run on high settings with no issue at all. There seems to be people saying it won't run well on
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Amd. I am running a Amd system with a Rx 480 8gb card and I found the game to run perfectly no lag and it never crashed
once. So if you are having problems on Amd maybe it's some other hardware letting you down or a much older card than I have.
The game does need more content and it's far from perfect, but if you are a Cyberpunk fan and like things like Blade Runner
you will feel right at home in this city. Sadly there is a low player base and too many refunding rather than supporting the game.
If everyone refunds the game just dies. They are only a small 2 man team so let's get behind the game I say. You can host your
own game and once it counts down to 0 after you click Ready you can go in the city alone. So you would only need at least one
friend to buy a copy and this game is a total blast. I am going to Highly Recommend this game. I am changing my verdict of the
game as the Dev's don't seem to be active at all, the rushed new map was terrible better if they had worked on more players then
adding poor content. The plan to shut the servers down which they have no choice really as they explained. The game has
virtually no players, with no sp so it's not at this point worth the money. I hope it does improve and I will then change my
verdict.. This is one of my favorite games on steam. I love 3-match-up games and this is almost as addictive as big name games
like Candy Crush. The artwork and music are so sophisticaed and relaxing, plus the unknown that comes with Flash gravity type
games makes it the right amount of challenging. You must try it!. InCell is from the developer of InMind. A spatial view of a
planar obstacle dodge\/collect game.
The graphics are cute, cartoony blobs of color, and higher levels make it harder to dodge things, adding obstacles that have to be
knocked down.
A fun way to show friends some of what a vr headset can do, with great effort to prevent motion sickness.
The developers are attentive and approachable, a great indie experience!
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There is a lot left to be desired with this game.
Movement is sluggish, bulky. Even when using the left shift to sprint, there's very little noticable movement change. Likewise,
there's some bug errors having to do with the mouse, and opening multiple menus.
If examaning an item, one can open the map or the quit to main screen menu, and this seems to confuse and bug out the cursor.
The game itself is very slow on the pickup and thirty minutes in, left me wondering if I would be slowly, sluggishly, finding my
way out of this odd survivor horror style game.
Not sure it quite knows what it wants to be either.. quot;Excellent work Lads. Bloody well done." - Cpt. Price (Operation
Pegasus). This little game is a gem and it's so much fun. You get beautiful aesthetics in a cyberpunk setting, good music, solid
controls, challenging difficulty and ninjas at such a low price it's a steal.. Having saved anime multiple times in a row, Trigger
has moved onto their next challenge: saving video games. Yuuto Ichika Best Girl.
a fun little bullet hell game. great music and gameplay. would recommend, especially for only a dollar.. Barely a few minutes in
and its already hilarious. 420\/69 God is best girl lol.. Ok, this game is....juvenile. But I'm not even ashamed to admit that I had a
great time playing through it. It is very well done. The controls are easy and the cutscenes are hilarious. There is also the added
bonus of a really cute song at the end. The normal price of $0.99 is totally worth it. I picked this up during the summer sale and
it was easily the best $0.64 I've ever spent. In fact, I think I'm going to be buying a few extra copies this week so I can give them
to friends. I really hope this game will get a sequel.
. Cheap and fun game. Sometimes there is a window problem . Every time but the first time the game went to full screen. I was
hoping to play this on my arcade stick but can not. Luckily it's easy to play with the keyboard after changing the buttons. I have
joy to key so I'll have to give that a try. Anyway it's a fun little game for those who like beat em ups.. its good
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(ok thats a joke but seriously i actually kinda like this game). Great ride. Needs some kind of patch so it will close properly. It
always hangs when I exit this application. Have to use task manager to close.
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